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Abstract
Background—Skin appearance is a primary indicator of age. During the last decade, substantial
progress has been made towards understanding underlying mechanisms of human skin aging. This
understanding provides the basis for current use and new development of anti-aging treatments.

Objective—To present state of the art knowledge pertaining to mechanisms involved in skin aging,
with specific focus on the dermal collagen matrix.

Results—A major feature of aged skin is fragmentation of the dermal collagen matrix.
Fragmentation results from actions of specific enzymes (matrix metalloproteinases), and impairs the
structural integrity of the dermis. Fibroblasts that produce and organize the collagen matrix cannot
attach to fragmented collagen. Loss of attachment prevents fibroblasts from receiving mechanical
information from their support and they collapse. Stretch is critical for normal balanced production
of collagen and collagen-degrading enzymes. In aged skin, collapsed fibroblasts produce low levels
of collagen and high levels of collagen–degrading enzymes. This imbalance advances the aging
process, in a self-perpetuating, never-ending deleterious cycle. Clinically-proven anti-aging
treatments such as topical retinoic acid, CO2 laser resurfacing, and intradermal injection of cross-
linked hyaluronic acid stimulate production of new undamaged collagen. Attachment of fibroblasts
to this new collagen allows stretch, which in turn balances collagen production/degradation and
thereby slows the aging process.

Conclusion—Collagen fragmentation is responsible for loss of structural integrity and impairment
of fibroblast function in aged human skin. Treatments that stimulate production of new, non-
fragmented collagen should provide substantial improvement to the appearance and health of aged
skin.

Introduction: Chronological and Sun-Induced Skin Aging
Skin is not only the largest human organ, it is the only organ chronically exposed to the
environment and on display. The appearance of ones' skin reflects general health, and
communicates ethnicity, lifestyle, and age. These features are largely determined by skin color,
texture, firmness, and smoothness. Aging has a large impact on the quality of all of these
features. As one ages, skin tends to become uneven in color, roughened, lax, and wrinkled1,
2.
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Skin, like all organs of the body, undergoes alterations due to the passage of time. However,
because skin is exposed to the environment, it is also subject to direct environmental challenge.
By far, the most common source of environmental damage is solar ultraviolet (UV) irradiation
3, 4. The extent of sun damage that one incurs is directly proportional to amount of exposure,
and inversely proportional to genetically predetermined amount of skin pigmentation 5.
Damage caused by solar UV irradiation, the so-called photoaging, is superimposed on
chronological aging.

Thus, as one ages, sun-exposed areas of skin, typically face, neck, upper chest, forearms, and
hands, undergo more dramatic alterations than sun-protected areas. These changes are more
pronounced in persons who are lightly pigmented. Pigmentation provides substantial protection
against damaging effects of acute UV irradiation 6.

The desire of a large proportion of the world's adult population to maintain youthful skin
appearance has fueled a multi-billion-dollar industry that includes cosmetics, oral or topical
cosmeceuticals, topical prescription drugs, invasive and non-invasive procedures using
chemicals, lasers, or abraders, injection of fillers or neurotoxin, and surgery. Increasingly,
patients are seeking the help of dermatologists to treat age-related changes in the appearance
of their skin. During the last decade, a great deal has been learned regarding the molecular
basis of skin aging. Our research has focused on the impact of aging on metabolism, structure,
and function of collagen within the dermis 7-13. This article will emphasize these collagen-
based findings.

Type I Collagen Supports Skin Structure and Function
The dermis, which provides structural support for the skin's vasculature, appendages, and
epidermis, is composed primarily of extracellular matrix. This extracellular matrix is composed
of several types of proteins, proteoglycans, and glycosaminoglycans, which are largely
produced and secreted by fibroblasts. Type I collagen is by far the most abundant protein in
human skin, comprising greater than 90% of its dry weight. The unique physical properties of
collagen fibers confer structural integrity to skin 14. Fibrillar collagens type I, III, and V self
assemble into larger collagen fibers that form a three dimensional structural network
throughout the dermis.

Collagen Network: Mechanical Tension, Stability, and Cross-Linking
The collagen network is organized and maintained by dynamic mechanical tension provided
by the fibroblasts responsible for its production 15. As will be discussed below, age related
reduction of mechanical tension is a critical driving force for molecular alterations that underlie
the appearance of aged skin. Indeed, the physical properties of collagen fibers strongly dictate
fibroblast function and vice versa 16, 17. Two inherent properties of collagen fibers appear to
be largely responsible for reduced structural integrity that accompanies skin aging. These two
properties include an exceedingly long half-life, estimated to be approximately 15 years 18,
and intra and inter molecular cross-links that are highly resistant to breakdown 19, 20. These
two features conspire to allow accumulation of partially fragmented collagen that compromises
structural integrity and impairs fibroblast function in human skin. In order to understand the
origin of collagen fragmentation it is necessary to briefly consider collagen metabolism.

Type I Collagen Production and Breakdown
All fibrillar collagens consist of three polypeptide chains wound around each other in a triple
helical configuration. Each polypeptide chain is originally synthesized with additional amino
acids at both ends that confer solubility 14. The soluble triple helix, which is termed procollagen,
is assembled inside fibroblasts. Procollagen is secreted from fibroblasts, and the peptide ends
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are removed by two enzymes in the extracellular space 21. Removal of the ends produces
collagen, which spontaneously assembles (ie, matures) into large fibers that are enzymatically
cross-linked 22. This cross-linking is necessary for normal structural support 22. Type I collagen
undergoes natural breakdown by enzymatic degradation; however, this degradation in human
skin is exceedingly slow 18. Humans express only four enzymes that are capable of initiating
breakdown of type I collagen 23.

These collagenases are members of a family of matrix protein-degrading enzymes, referred to
as matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) 24. MMPs are responsible for physiological degradation
of various extracellular matrix proteins 23. Of the four collagenases that are expressed in
humans, only interstitial collagenase (MMP-1) is involved in normal turnover of skin collagen
8. In healthy young skin, MMP-1 expression is exceedingly low, near the limit of detection by
the most sensitive measurement methods. Once cleaved by MMP-1, collagen unravels.
Unraveled collagen, called gelatin, then undergoes further degradation by other members of
the MMP family, called gelatinases. These gelatinases are also expressed at very low levels in
normal skin 8, 9. In addition, skin expresses natural inhibitors of these MMPs. These tissue
inhibitors of matrix metalloproteinases (TIMPs) further act to retard collagen breakdown 25.
Thus, type I collagen in human skin is very stable, requiring approximately 30 years on average
to undergo replacement 18.

Accumulation of Fragmented Collagen and Loss of Mechanical Tension
During Aging

This slow rate of type I collagen turnover allows accumulation of age-dependent modifications
that impair its functions. These alterations include formation of new cross-links derived from
sugars 26. Importantly, these crosslinks are not able to be efficiently broken down and removed
during the slow normal process of MMP-mediated turnover, causing accumulation of
fragmented collagen within the extracellular matrix as skin ages 27, 28. Cross-links prevent
complete removal of collagen fragments. The fragments cannot be repaired or incorporated
into newly made collagen fibrils, and therefore cause defects in the three dimensional collagen
matrix. These defects impair the structural and mechanical integrity of the dermis and thereby
deleteriously alter its function. Accumulation of fragmented collagen lies at the heart of age-
related changes in the appearance of human skin (Figure 1).

The central role that collagen fragmentation plays in skin aging is a consequence of the physical
and functional interactions between dermal fibroblasts and matrix. Fibroblasts are
developmentally programmed to produce collagen matrix, which is the main structural
component of connective tissue. Fibroblasts have cell surface receptors, called integrins, which
specifically attach to proteins in the matrix including type I collagen. Integrins span the cell
membrane, and attachment to the matrix causes them to cluster and form complexes with the
actin cytoskeleton inside the cell 29. Thus integrins connect the matrix (outside the cell) to the
cytoskeleton (inside the cell) to form focal adhesions. Focal adhesion complexes serve both
regulatory and mechanical functions, which are inexorably connected 30.

Formation of focal adhesion complexes activates intracellular signal transduction cascades that
regulate fibroblast metabolism, including the balance between production of type I collagen
and its breakdown by MMPs. Focal adhesions also provide attachment sites that allow
fibroblasts to spread, which is necessary for growth, survival and function 31. Attachment to
the matrix allows fibroblast intracellular cytoskeletal machinery (microfilaments) to apply
mechanical traction on intact collagenous matrix 32. The cytoskeletal machinery, which resides
on the inner side of the fibroblast surface membrane and throughout the cytoplasm, is physically
coupled to integrins, and utilizes this coupling to pull on the collagen fiber network 32, 33.
Inherent structural properties of the intact collagen network in young skin offers resistance to
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the pull, thereby creating mechanical tension within the fibroblast and collagen matrix. The
inward “pull” of the actin-myosin microfilaments promotes assembly of intracellular
scaffolding (microtubules and intermediate filaments), which causes an outward “push” that
mediates normal cellular stretch. Counter balancing inward “pull” and outward “push”, both
originating from attachment of fibroblasts to intact collagen, establishes dynamic tension
within fibroblasts and the collagenous matrix 34. This dynamic mechanical tension controls
fibroblast shape (i.e., stretch), and function 15, 17, 35, 36.

Reduced Mechanical Tension Decreases Collagen Production and Increases
Collagen Breakdown

Fibroblasts have evolved to regulate their synthesis of collagen and other extracellular matrix
proteins in response to mechanical tension. Increased mechanical tension stretches fibroblasts,
which coordinately increases collagen production and decreases collagenase production
(Figure 2). This regulation of connective tissue content by mechanical tension is easily
observed during development, when organ growth is accompanied by concomitant connective
tissue expansion. Also, expansion of skin for certain surgical procedures relies on the ability
of fibroblasts to produce more extracellular matrix in response to mechanical stretch.

Unfortunately, the converse is also true. Reduced mechanical tension causes fibroblasts to
collapse within the dermis, which coordinately reduces collagen production and increases
production of MMPs 9, 11, 13, 37. This state of reduced mechanical tension, which causes
fibroblasts to collapse, arises as a direct result of collagen fragmentation 13, 38. Collagen
fragmentation causes loss of attachment sites for integrins and impairs the ability of collagen
fibers to provide mechanical resistance against cytoskeletal contractile forces (i.e., “pull”,
exerted by actin-myosin microfilaments) by fibroblasts (Figure 2). With loss of matrix
attachment and mechanical resistance, focal adhesions fail to form and fibroblasts are unable
to generate inward “pull”. In the absence of “pull”, counterbalancing scaffolding (microtubules
and intermediate filaments) that exerts “push” does not assemble, and the fibroblast collapses.
Thus, slow accumulation of cross-linked collagen fragments, which comes about during the
aging process, compromises the structural integrity of the collagenous matrix thereby creating
an environment in which fibroblasts lose mechanical tension (i.e., collapse) and thereby
produce less collagen and more MMPs 12. Once initiated, this shift in balance towards net
collagen degradation is self-perpetuating and never-ending leading to the thin, fragile
collagen-deficient skin observed in the elderly.

Sunlight Accelerates Collagen Fragmentation
The mechanisms of collagen fragmentation and the physiological consequences on fibroblast
function, described above, apply to both photoaging and chronological aging. What then,
distinguishes these two processes? In simple terms, photoaging can be considered to represent
accelerated chronological aging. Acceleration occurs because UV irradiation acutely induces
collagen-degrading MMP activities and suppresses collagen production 8, 9, 39. Thus, UV
irradiation, like chronological aging, shifts the balance towards net collagen degradation. The
negative impact on collagen metabolism by UV irradiation can be quite dramatic. A moderate
UV irradiation exposure, which produces mild pinkness, but not overt sunburn, increases MMP
levels hundreds of times compared to non-irradiated skin 8. UV irradiation simultaneously
reduces collagen production by approximately 80% 9, 39. These changes occur within 24 hours
following a single acute exposure and then subside to normal during the following 48-72 hours.
However, daily minimal to moderate sun exposure maintains MMP levels and suppression of
collagen production throughout the course of exposure 9. Of course, UV irradiation causes a
multitude of alterations in skin other than collagen degradation. Among the most prominent
of these are: increased pigment formation, resulting in tanning; DNA damage, which can cause
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mutations leading to skin cancer; and formation of pre-vitamin D3, which leads to increased
vitamin D3 synthesis that is required for bone health and may protect against various
autoimmune diseases.

Aging Fibroblasts Versus Aging Collagen Matrix
Processes described above emphasize the importance of structure, composition, and
organization of the collagenous matrix as a primary determinant of age-related changes
resulting in the wrinkled appearance of human skin. This emphasis on cellular environment
rather than on genetically inherent age-related/UV–mediated fibroblast alterations is unique.
Without going into detail, it is important to point out that most of the effort attempting to
understand biology of aging has focused on genetics and changes that occur within cells, rather
than in their external environment 40. Research into age-dependent cellular changes has
described senescence and the free radical theory of aging. Replicative senescence involves
exhausting the genetically-predetermined proliferative capacity of a cell through multiple
rounds of cell division 41, 42. Although senescent cells remain viable, they undergo irreversible
functional alterations associated with an aged phenotype. For human skin fibroblasts,
senescence results in reduced collagen and increased MMP-1 production. Although senescence
is readily observable in cell culture, it has been difficult to substantiate senescence in human
skin in vivo.

The free radical theory of aging posits that chemically-reactive free radicals, mainly reactive
forms of molecular oxygen (reactive oxygen species-ROS) are the primary cause of aging.
ROS generated as a consequence of aerobic energy metabolism, within mitochondria, oxidize
cellular constituents thereby impairing cell function 43. Accumulation of oxidative damage
over time results in irreversible cellular functional impairment and the aged phenotype.
Interestingly, oxidative damage can also lead to functional, oxidative stress-induced
senescence 44. Although a wealth of studies convincingly support the free radical theory of
aging, especially in simple model organisms, the contribution of irreversible oxidative damage
to aging in humans remains an area of intensive research. One way to assess the relative
contribution of extracellular environment versus intra-cellular alterations is to determine
functional capacities of cells that have been removed from their tissue environment.

Old Fibroblasts Have Substantial Capacity to Produce Collagen
Such studies have been conducted on fibroblasts with both photoaged and chronologically-
aged human skin. Fibroblasts cultured from severely photoaged forearm skin were found to be
indistinguishable from fibroblasts cultured from subject-matched sun-protected skin, with
respect to collagen and MMP-1 production 11, 37, 38. In contrast, fibroblasts cultured from sun-
protected skin of individuals greater than 80 years of age displayed only a modest age-related
reduction in their capacity to produce collagen, compared to fibroblasts cultured from sun-
protected skin of individuals under the age of 30 13. Intrinsic differences in fibroblasts could
not account for the marked alterations to collagen production or MMP-1 activity observed in
aged or photoaged skin. These data support the concept that fragmented collagen in the
fibroblast environment is a predominant determinant of reduced collagen production in both
photoaged and chronologically aged human skin fibroblasts.

Treatments for Aged Skin that Stimulate Collagen Production
The finding that fibroblasts in both photoaged and chronologically-aged human skin possess
substantial capacity to produce new collagen when removed from their fragmented
extracellular matrix provides a foundation for therapeutic intervention. Although there exists
a multitude of treatments that claim to improve appearance of aged skin, few have been
rigorously evaluated. Retinoic acid was the first topical treatment rigorously shown to improve
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appearance of photoaged human skin. Retinoic acid acts through well-characterized intra-
cellular receptors that function to regulate gene expression 45. Through complex, and not fully
understood molecular pathways, retinoic acid or its metabolic precursors retinol or retinal, are
able cause deposition of new, undamaged collagen in both photoaged and chronologically aged
human skin 46-48. Accumulation of new collagen can result in marked improvement in
appearance of aged skin 49.

Another well-documented treatment for improving appearance of aged skin is CO2 laser
resurfacing. This procedure thermally ablates epidermis (with thermal damage to superficial
dermis) and thereby stimulates a robust wound healing response. The natural course of wound
healing involves remodeling of dermal collagen and other matrix molecules. This remodeling
involves an initial inflammatory phase, characterized by massively high levels of MMPs that
degrade the fragmented collagenous matrix, followed by substantial and extended production
of new undamaged collagen 50. CO2 laser resurfacing regenerates both the epidermis and
dermis thereby improving both appearance and health of aged skin 51.

Less invasive laser procedures, employing different types of lasers, have recently been
developed. However, these procedures appear to have minimal ability to remodel the dermal
extracellular matrix 52. Thus, it remains questionable whether these minimally invasive laser
procedures can significantly improve the appearance of aged skin. Future research may show
that to be effective a laser must cause at least sufficient damage to induce MMPs and collagen
to remodel the dermis.

Hyaluronic Acid Dermal Filler Stretches Fibroblasts and Stimulates Collagen
Production

Finally, dermal fillers have gained recent popularity. These materials are injected into the
dermis underlying surface irregularities to stretch skin into a smoother appearance. Until
recently, cross-linked collagen has been the most commonly used filler material, but cross-
linked hyaluronic acid is now preferred, primarily because it does not require allergy testing.
Fillers by their volume actually stretch the dermis. As described above, fibroblasts respond to
stretch by producing more collagen and less MMPs, prompting the hypothesis that the benefit
from fillers may partially result from deposition of new collagen.

This hypothesis was recently examined in photoaged forearm skin following injection of cross-
linked hyaluronic acid 53. Interestingly, collagen production was substantially increased at sites
of filler injection, compared to vehicle. Increased collagen production was observed within
one month of cross-linked hyaluronic acid injection and remained elevated for at least three
months. Numerous fibroblasts were observed surrounding sites of hyaluronic acid deposition
within the dermis (Figure 3). These fibroblasts had a distinct elongated stretched appearance,
and expressed high levels of type I procollagen, as revealed by immunohistology. Increased
collagen production by these stretched fibroblasts was associated with increased levels of
signaling molecules, transforming growth factor-beta, and connective tissue growth factor,
which are known to stimulate collagen production. Similar results have been obtained in the
sun-protected skin of elderly (greater than 80 years old) individuals (unpublished data).

These results are important for at least two reasons: 1) they provide direct evidence that
application of mechanical tension to the dermal extracellular matrix stimulates collagen
production in vivo, and 2) they provide in vivo confirmation of the in vitro finding that
fibroblasts in photoaged and chronologically-aged skin have substantial capacity to produce
new collagen when removed from their in vivo damaged collagen matrix.
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Summary
Taken together, the information presented above support the concept that collagen deficit in
both photoaged and chronologically-aged human skin derives primarily from altered
mechanical properties of the fragmented collagenous extracellular matrix of dermis, rather than
from time and/or UV irradiation-derived genetic damage to fibroblasts themselves.
Understanding molecular mechanisms by which mechanical tension regulates fibroblasts
function, and exploiting this knowledge to maintain optimal levels of collagen production
throughout an individual's lifetime provide exciting opportunities for future treatments to
improve the health and appearance of skin.
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Figure 1.
Fragmentation of collagen fibrils within dermis of aged/photoaged skin causes collapse of
fibroblasts. A) Transmission electron micrograph of fibroblast (artificially colored pink for
clarity) within dermis of young adult, sun-protected human skin. Note elongated, stretched
appearance, and extended cytoplasm (C) away from nucleus (N) of fibroblast, which is in close
proximity to abundant collagen fibrils (arrows, original magnification ×2,000). The top
drawing of Figure 2 depicts a stretched fibroblast attached to intact collagen. B) Transmission
electron micrograph of fibroblast (artificially colored for clarity) within dermis of
photodamaged human skin. Note collapse of cytoplasm inward towards nucleus (N), and lack
of adjacent collagen fibrils, compared to (A). Fibroblast is surrounded by amorphous material
(*) The lower drawing of Figure 2 depicts a collapsed fibroblast surrounded by broken collgen.
(C) Scanning electron micrograph of collagen fibrils in young adult human skin. Note that long
fibrils are closely packed and fill space. Also note no apparent breaks in the fibrils (original
magnification ×10,000). (D) Scanning electron micrograph (original magnification ×8,000) of
collagen fibrils in photodamaged human skin. Note large gaps and numerous fragmented
fibrils, compared to (C). Inset shows higher magnification of fragmented ends of fibrils (arrows,
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original magnification ×12,5000). Panels C and D are from Fligiel, S et al. Journal Investigative
Dermatology, 120: 842-848, 2003.
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Figure 2.
Model depicting relationship between mechanical tension, and collagen production and
fragmentation in human skin. In sun-protected young adult human skin, intact type I collagen
fibrils in the dermis provide mechanical stability and attachment sites for fibroblasts. Receptors
(integrins) on the surface of fibroblasts attach to collagen (and other proteins in the dermal
extracellular matrix). Cytoskeletal machinery (actin-myosin microfilaments, not shown)
within fibroblasts pulls on the intact collagen matrix, which in turn offers mechanical
resistance. Dynamic mechanical tension that is created promotes assembly of intracellular
scaffolding (microtubules/intermediate filaments, not shown), which pushes outward to cause
fibroblasts to stretch. This stretch is required for fibroblasts to produce normal levels of
collagen and MMPs. In photodamaged/aged human skin, attachments of fibroblasts to integrins
are lost, and fragmented collagen fibrils fail to provide sufficient mechanical stability to
maintain normal mechanical tension. Reduced mechanical tension causes fibroblasts to
collapse, and collapsed fibroblasts produce less procollagen and more collagenase (COLase).
Reduced collagen production and increased collagenase-catalyzed collagen fragmentation
result in further reduction of mechanical tension, thereby causing continual loss of collagen.
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Figure 3.
Mechanical stretch induced by dermal injection of cross-linked hyaluronic acid filler stimulates
collagen production in photodamaged human skin. (A) Saline vehicle (control) or (B) cross-
linked hyaluronic acid filler (CLHA) was injected into photodamaged forearm skin. Skin
biopsies were obtained four weeks post injection and analyzed for type I procollagen expression
by immunohistochemistry. (A) Fibroblasts (nuclei stained blue) in saline-injected skin display
barely-detectable procollagen expression (red stain). Also note amorphous space and
fragmented thin appearance of collagen extracellular matrix (original magnification ×400). (B)
In CLHA–injected skin, fibroblasts display intense type I procollagen immunostaining (red).
CLHA appears as light blue material (black arrows) that occupies space adjacent to stretched
fibroblasts (white arrows). Note also densely packed collagen fibrils (black daggers), not seen
in saline-injected skin (A). These dense collagen fibrils are likely derived from CLHA-induced
type I procollagen (i.e., conversion of type I procollagen into type I collagen) (original
magnification ×400).
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